How to arrive

Welcome to Polymer Char
in Valencia.
Polymer Char is headquartered in the Valencia Technology Park of Spain which is located at the

AT-A-GLANCE

municipality of Paterna, boasting a new 20,000 square-foot state-of-the-art center. The building
was built in 2008 and hosts Polymer Char corporate and engineering offices, production facilities,

· Where we are:

and one of the most modern polyolefin R&D laboratories in the world.

and 8 km north from Valencia City along Ademuz Highway.

·
·
·
·

Some basic guidelines to make your arrival easier:

· Contact us:

The Valencia Technology Park is located 5 km north from Valencia Manises International Airport

Polymer Characterization, S.A.
Valencia Technology Park
Gustave Eiffel 8, Paterna
E-46980, Valencia, Spain

How to Get There - from Valencia Manises International Airport:

· Tel.: +34 96 131 81 20
· E-mail: info@polymerchar.com

· Take E-15/A-7 highway to Barcelona.

· Parking available for Visitors.

· Take exit 497 for CV-35 toward Ademuz.
· Take exit 9B to the Valencia Technology Park.
· Please refer to the map on the right to arrive to Polymer Char facilities.

How to Get There - from Valencia City:
If you are coming from the city.
· Take CV-35 toward Ademuz.
· Take exit 9B to the Valencia Technology Park.
· Please refer to the map on the right to arrive to Polymer Char facilities.

Accommodation:
Your contact person at Polymer Char can recommend you several hotels where you
can stay. To enhance the experience during your visit in Valencia, we normally
recommend to stay in the city downtown. However, if your time is strictly limited
and you are not able to take in some Valencia sightseeing, there are also other
accommodation options near our facilities.

Taxi:
A taxi can pick you up at any place in Valencia region by calling to Valencia

Teletaxi: +34 963 571 313 or Radiotaxi: +34 963 703 333. Generally, travel time
between the airport and our offices is 10 minutes and 20 minutes from the city.
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About Valencia City
Valencia City is the capital of the autonomous community of Valencia and the third largest city in Spain after Madrid and Barcelona, with a population of 809,267. It is the
15th most populous municipality in the European Union.

The climate for business improved markedly in Valencia during the recent period of rapid economic growth in Spain with concurrent development and expansion of
telecommunications and transport. Valencia is one of the fastest improving European cities; its influence in commerce, education, entertainment, media, fashion, science, and
the arts contributes to its status as one of the world's "Gamma"-rank global cities. The Port of Valencia is the 5th busiest container port in Europe and largest on the
Mediterranean Sea.

Valencia was founded as a Roman colony in 138 BC. The city is situated on the banks of the Turia, on the east coast of the Iberian Peninsula, fronting the Gulf of Valencia of
Mediterranean Sea. Its historic center is one of the largest in Spain, with approximately 169 acres; this heritage of ancient monuments, diverse scenic sites and cultural
attractions makes Valencia one of the country's most popular tourist destinations for Spaniards and world travelers alike.

Valencia is considered one of the greatest business and cultural capitals of the Mediterranean region. Its weather, its culture, its main festival the "Fallas", its gastronomic
offer such as the traditional Spanish dish "paella" where it was originated, the worldwide sports championships it celebrates such as the Formula 1 or formerly the America's
Cup, or the fantastic City of Arts and Sciences amongst others; will probably make you live an experience that will exceed your expectations.
Find out more about Valencia City at: www.turisvalencia.es/en
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